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ABSTRACT

It has been known in recent years that living cells can exhibit circadian

rhythms in totally different physiological processes. Intracellular messengers

were demonstrated to mediate the entrained pathways linking rhythmic compo-

nents between circadian clock and its output signallings. Levels of cyclic AMP

and cyclic GMP in synchronized cells, and activities of the two key enzymes

(AC and PDE) responsible for the cyclic AMP metabolism were measured by

applying the isotopic techniques. Bimodal circadian ocillations of the messen-

ger levels and the enzyme activities were disclosed in LD: 12, 12 cycle and con-

stant darkness, as well as in the dividing and nondividing cultures of the Eugle-

na ZC mutant. Interference experiments with the enzyme activator and in-

hibitor such as forskolin, 8-Br-cGMP and LY 83583, and analysis of the cell

division cycle (CDC) and coupling messengers suggested that the peak pulse of

cyclic AMP, circadian oscillation of the AC-cAMP-PDE system and phase-

dependent regulation by cyclic GMP might be important coupling factors in

downstream mediation between the circadian clock and the CDC.



INTRODUCTION

Adenosine-3', 5' monophosphate (cyclic AMP, cAMP) has been implicat-

ed in a great variety of regulatory schemes in different organisms, and oscilla-

tions in cAMP concentration have been proposed to form the basis of pacemak-

er activity and other higher-frequency biological rhythms.

A number of earlier studies have suggested the involvement of cAMP in

circadian function Cl]. Pulses of cAMP or various chemical agents that cause an

increase or decrease in cAMP levels phase shift overt circadian rhythms in a

number of systems. Increasing the levels of cAMP in Neurospora by treatment

with several methylxanthines resulted in a lengthening of the period of the

conidiation rhythm. In contrast, decreasing the level of endogenous cAMP by

inhibiting adenylate cyclase (AC) with quinidine failed to change the period, a

finding corroborated by the observation that mutants having significantly

reduced levels of AC and cAMP entrained normally to a diurnal daily cycle and

free run with an unaltered period Lzl.

The cell division cycle (CDC) of eukaryotes is a complex cascade of devel-

opmental and morphogenetic events that culminate in cell duplication. Rapid

progress has been made within the past several years towards dissecting the

regulatory network that provides precise coordination of these processes t-3]. A

unifying view has emerged: the CDC consists of transitions from one regulato-

ry state to another. These transitions initiate the modification of substrates

that determine the physical state of the cell and are themselves feedback con-

trolled. The basic mechanisms, as elucidated by a combination of genetic and

biochemical analyses, appear to have been conserved in organisms ranging

from unicell, such as yeast, to Xenopus, clams and starfish eggs, and to cul-

tured human cells.

Two crucial transition control points exist in the Gi phase and at the G2/M

boundary. The M phase is characterized by the activation of a kinase MPF, or

maturation-promoting factor which consists of two component subunits. One

is the p34cdc2 protein, which is able to phosphorylate casein and histone HI in

vitro and has maximal kinase activity at mitosis. The other is cyclin, whose

cellular concentration fluctuates during the cell cycle: it accumulates gradually

during interphase, forms a complex with p34cdc2 and activates the protein ki-

nase; it is then degraded during mitosis, turning off kinase and MPF activity.
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the system thus behaves like an oscillator or " clock" which is reset to its inter-

phase state during mitosis. The first cell divisions in sea urchin eggs, in frog

oocytes, and probably also in Drosophila embryos are triggered by the accumu-

lation of cyclins above a critical concentration. Less is known about the initia-

tion of DNA synthesis, but a complex comprising p34cdc2 and possibly other cy-

clin-like molecules may play a role c<].

There is also strong evidence that an autonomous oscillator (independent

of either p34cdc2, cyclin, or both) is part of * or is coupled to »the CDC. Thus,

when the cell cycle is arrested by a temperature-sensitive cdc2 mutation, the

activity of the enzyme nucleotide diphosphate kinase and the rate of CO2

production still undergo periodic oscillations, with a period that approximates

the length of the CDC. The view, therefore, that the cell cycle duration would

depend only on the accumulation of cellular components such as cyclins is over-

ly simplistic. Although the majority of these putative oscillators have periods

in the neighborhood of minutes to hours, one class of timer-the circadian

clock-has been shown to underlie persisting cell division rhythmicity in numer-

ous and diverse systems ^.

The mechanism whereby the circadian oscillator (CO) and other higher-

frequency oscillators interact with the p34cdc2 cyclin pathway for the control of

cell division is an important question that must be addressed. Cyclic AMP.

known to play a pivotal role in cellular regulation, if not an element of the

clock itself, may effect such a coupling between oscillator and CDC, participat-

ing in the gating of CDC events to specific phases of the circadian cycle. In-

deed, cAMP seems to have the capacity to control some of the ratelimiting

steps of cell cycle progression in many cell types. It has been found to stimu-

late the proliferation of some cells, but to have the opposite effect, or no effect

at all, on others. Such contradictory findings might be explained by a variation

in differennt systems of the cAMP concentration required for optimal stimula-

tion. Pharmacological studies in mammalian cells and genetic experiments have

shown that a transient rise and the ensuing fall in the cAMP level are neces-

sary for the initiation of DNA synthesis, and that a second cAMP surge is cor-

related with the onset of mitosis. Similar changes of cAMP concentration at

different phases of the CDC have been shown to occur in Euglena, and since

this unicell system exhibits an extensively characterized circadian rhythms of

cell division [6], it is reasonable to examine the role of cAMP in circadian time-
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keeping in this system.

1 MATERIALS AND METHODS

1.1 Materials
[3H] cAMP (74X1010Bq/mmol) and [a-32P] ATP (37 X 1010 Bq/mmol)

were obtained from the Amersham Corp. cAMP, GTP, 8-bromo-cGMP (8-Br-

cGMP), 6-anilinoquinoline-5, 8-quinone (LY-83583), phosphoenol pyruvate,

pyruvate kinase and snake venom were provided by the Sigma Chemical Co.

The cAMP and cGMP radioimmunoassay kits were provided by the Amersham

Corp. The achlorophyllous ZC mutant was obtained from Dr. R. Calvayrac

(Laboratoire des Membranes Biologiques, Universite Paris VI, France).

1. 2 Cell cultures

The achlorophyllous ZC mutant of Euglena gracilis Klebs was derived

from the wild-type Z strain by the action of 25 fimol/L diuron [3- (3 , 4) -

dichlorophenyl-1, 1-dimethylurea (DCMU)] in a 33-mmol/L Iactate medium

(pH3. 5) under illumination and anoxia. Axenic, aerated, magnetically stirred,

4-L batch cultures of ZC cells were grown at 16. 5 ± 0. 5"C on a modified

Cramer and Myers' medium supplemented with vitamines Bi and B12 and con-

taining ethanol (0. 1, volume fraction) as the sole carbon source. Cysteine and

methionine (10 ~5mol/L), which improve the coupling between the CDC and

the uderlying circadian oscillator, were also added. Illumination (3000ix was

provided by clockprogrammed, cool-white fluorescent lamps. Cell numbers

were monitored every 2 h by a miniaturized fraction collector and a Coulter

Electronic Particle Counter. Since cells were entrained by a strong Zeitgeber

(LD ' 12, 12), extracts were prepared from two out-of-phase cultures during

a 12-h time span, and samples were taken every 2 h from either dividing cul-

tures or those having reached the stationary phase. For experiments under DD

(free-running conditions), however, measurements were carried out on single

cultures over 40-h time spans in order to avoid the problem caused by possible

variations in the free-running period of twin cultures.

1. 3 Preparation of cell extracts for AC and PDE assays

Cells were pelleted at 4°C by centrifugation for 10 min at 7700g. The cells

were resuspended in 2 ml of 50 mmol/L Tris (pH 7- 8) at a concentration of 3

X 106 cells • ml - 1 . Each sample was sonicated for 3 intervals of 20 s (MSE

sonicator set on high power at amplitude 4). The crude sonicate was then cen-
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trifuged for 10 min at 39000 g. The resulting supernatant fraction was kept for

the assay of PDE activity, and the pellet was resuspended in 3ml Tris (50

mmol/L, pH 7- 8) for the AC assay. The enzyme assays were performed either

on fresh extracts or on extracts that had been frozen in liquid nitrogen and

stored at — 70°C (which showed no loss in activity).

1. 4 Assays of AC and PDE activities

The AC assay was performed as described by Alvarez and Daniels (1990) ,

in which a one-step method was used for the separation of cyclic AMP from

other nucleotides on polypropylene columns of neutral aluminum oxide. The

final concentrations of the components of the incubation medium were 0. 5

mmol/L (0. 1 fxCi) [-32P] ATP, 1 mmol/L MgSO4 40 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer

(pH 7. 4) , 2 mmol/L cyclic AMP, 0. 1 mmol/L GTP, 20 mmol/L phosphoenol

pyruvate,and 6 units of pyruvate kinase. The activity of PDE was measured by

separating the [3H]-adenosine formed from [3H]3' ,5'-AMP and [3H]-5'-AMP

by precipitation with an anion exchange resin, and then counting with a liquid

scintillation spectrometer [7]. The incubation mixture for the PDE assay (final

concentration consisted of 25 pm of 3H-labeled cyclic AMP (2. 2X106 counts •

min - 1)» 5 mmol/L MgCl2, 40 mmol/L Tris (pH 8. 0) , 3. 7 mmol/L mercap-

toethanol, 0. 15 fimol/L cyclic AMP, and 10 /Mmol/L snake (Ophiopkagus han-

nah) venom (1 mg/ml), Incubation time for both enzymes was 10 min at 31 C.

Enzyme activities were asssayed either in duplicate or in triplicate and were ex-

pressed as pmol cyclic AMP formed or hydrolyzed per min per 106 cells.

1. 5 Assays of cAMP and cGMP content

Both cAMP and cGMP were measured using the RIA kits from Amersham

according to the manufacturer's instructions.

1. 6 Stimulation and inhibition of enzyme activities

Forskolin was used as an activator of AC and IBMX (3-isobutyl-l-

methylxanthine ) as an inhibitor of PDE. For in vitro experiments, extracts

were prepared from synchronously dividing cultures at CT12 and CT20 (corre-

sponding to the peaks and troughs of the two enzyme activities), and forskolin

(10 ~5 to 10 ~2 mol/L) or IBMX (5 X 10~5 to 10 ~2 mol/L) was added to them.

After a 3-min preincubation of the extracts at 31 "C , the reaction was initiated

by the addition of the assay medium. For in vivo experiments, forskolin and

IBMX were added to intact cells (instead of cell extracts) 1 h before the prepa-

ration of cell extracts and subsequent measurement of enzyme activities.
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1. 7 In vivo experiments
Culture aliquots taken at the circadian times (CT04» CT10, CT16,

CT20) that corresponded to the peaks and troughs of the AC and PDE

rhythms, which had been determined previously* were incubated with the

cGMP analog 8-Br-cGMP or the guanylate cyclase inhibitor LY-83583. (Con-

trol experiments confirmed that addition of 10 pmol 8-Br-cAMP to culture

aliquots elevated the assayable intracellular cGMP by 77% after 2 h; the level

of this analog was relatively stable over a 3-day time span, having a half-life of

about 24 h. Similarly, addition of LY83583 was demonstrated to lower cellular

cGMP in control culture aliquots. ) Samples from the experimental cultures

were incubated for 2 h with a 10 ftmoi/L concentration of either chemical under

the same conditions as those used for the controls. At the end of the incuba-

tion, both experimental and control samples were extracted and assayed for

AC, PDE, andcAMP.

2 RESULTS

2.1 Circadian oscillations of the cAMP level in the ZC mutant
Diurnal variations of cAMP level in cultures exhibiting rhythmic cell divi-

sion and entrained to a 24 h period by a LD ' 12,12 cycle were found by assays

of every 2 h over a 12 h time span from two out-of-phase cultures (Fig. 1).

Maximum cAMP levels occurred at the beginning of the light period (CT-02,

when cells were in Gi and at the onset of darkness (CT12-14, corresponding to

the onset of mitosis) (Fig. 1A). The rhythms persisted after the cells ceased

dividing in the stationary phase,and with a longer period of 27 h under the con-

stant darkness (Fig. IB, 1C).

2. 2 Average AC and PDE activities in dividing and nondividing cells
The average AC and PDE activities were determined for the cultures in

both the exponentially dividing phase and the stationary phase of growth. In

dividing cultures, (24. 89±4. 0) pmol min - 1 of cyclic AMP were formed by

AC and (8. 9 ± 2 . 0) pmol min "* of cyclic AMP were hydrolyzed by PDE per

106 cells a three-fold difference between the two average activities. In nondi-

viding cultures, however, the difference was much less: an average of (20. 8d~

1. 8) pmol min ~l for AC and (13. 1±2. 2) pmol min - 1 for PDE per 106 cells.
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Fig. 1 Entrained and free-running circadian oxcillations of the cyclic AMP level
A. Diurnal variation* of the cyclic AMP level in cultures exhibiting rhythmic cell division ,

entrained to a 24-h period by a LD ' 12. 12 cycle. B. Persistence of the biomodal 24-h os-

cillation of the cyclic AMP level after the cell had ceased dividing. C. Variations of the

cyclic AMP level in a culture displaying a free-running rhythm of cell division in DD and

just entering the stationary growth phase.

2. 3 Oscillations of AC and PDE activity in dividing cultures
Under the experimental conditions • bimodal, 24-h oscillations of AC and

PDE activities were observed Fig. 2A,2C). For AC tpeaks were found at CT02

and at CT12-14. (that is, the beginning of the light and the dark intervals) and

troughs at CT08 and CT20. For PDE, an inverse phase relationship to the pat-

terns of the AC oscillation was found, with the two peaks appearing at CT06-

08 and CT18-20 and the two minima at CT02-04 and CT12-14. The range for

the oscillations in AC activity for dividing cultures were 12.1 ~ 41. 8 pmol

22. 5 pmole cAMP •cAMP

min - 1

min - 1 • 10 "6 cells and that for PDE was 2. 4

10 ~6 cells.
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Fig. 2 Bimodal circadian rhythms of AC (A, B) and PDE ( C D ) ac-

tivitiy in dividing (A, C) and nondividing (B, D) cultures of the

achlorophyllous ZC mutant of Euglena gracilis.

2- 4 Oscillations of AC and PDE activity in nondividing cultures
After the cells had stopped dividing in the stationary phase, the bimodal

circadian changes of AC and PDE activity still persisted with approximately the
same patterns (Fig. 2B, 2D) as those in dividing cultures (Fig. 2A, 2C). The
ranges for AC and PDE oscillations were 10. 7 ~ 32. 2 and 2. 9 — 29. 6 pmol
cAMP • min - 1 • 10 ~6 cells. Although there were some differences in the
ranges of the oscillations between dividing and nondividing cultures (for exam-
ple, that of PDE appeared to be greater than in dividing cells), they probably
were not significant.
2. 5 Persistence of the AC and PDE rhythms in constant conditions

To test for the endogenicity of the enzyme rhythms, cultures of the ZC
mutant of Euglena gracilis were transferred from LD12, 12 to DD shortly be-
fore they attained the stationary phase. After 2 to 3 circadian cycles in DD had



elapsed, enzyme activities were assayed during a 40-h time span. The bimodal

rhythms of AC and PDE observed in LD were found to persist with a free-run-

ning period of approximately 24 h (Fig. 3 ) , similar to the period of 25 h ob-

served in DD for the cell division rhythm. The ranges of activity oscillations in

these nondividing cultures were 7. 2 ~ 3 6 . 7 pmol cyclic AMP • min - 1 • 10 ~6

cells for AC and 2. 9~26- 6 pmol cyclic AMP • min - 1 • 10 ~6 cells for PDE.
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Fig. 3 Free-running circadian rhythms in AC activity (A) and PDE activity

(B) measured over a 40-h time span in stationary cultures maintained in DD.

2. 6 In vitro and in vivo modulation of AC and PDE activities

To determine whether the channges in the activity of AC are generated by

changes in the amount of enzyme, rather than by its degree of activation, total

(full stimulated) AC activity was measured after treatment of cells with

forskolin. The addition of increasing concentrations of forskolin (0. 0 1 ~ 1 0

/^tmol/L) to cell extracts caused the activity of AC to increase until saturation

was reached. If added to whole cells at CT20, corresponding to the trough of

the AC rhythm, 10 ptmol/L forskolin elevated AC activity from 14 to 30 pmol-

cyclic AMP • min " l • 10 ~6 cells, a factor of 2. 14, in contrast to only a 10%

stimulation at CT12 (the peak phase). In vitro PDE activity was inhibited by
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62% by IBMX at concentrations of 5X10"5 to 5X10~2 mol/L. The addition of

50 ftmol/L IBMX to intact cells at CT20 (corresponding to the peak of the

PDE rhythm) depressed PDE activity by about 51% (Fig. 4 ) , while at CT12

(the trough phase)* IBMX had only a slight (8%) inhibitory effect.
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. 30
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Fig. 4 In vivo activation of AC activity by forskolin, or inhibition of PDE

activity by IBMX in the Euglena. The action of the effectors was tested at CT12

and CT20, respectively, corresponding to the peak and trough values of the AC

rhythm and the trough and peak values of the PDE rhythm.

2. 7 Oscillation of cGMP content in dividing and nondividing cultures

Under the LD « 12, 12 light-dark schedule, a bimodal 24-h oscillation of

cGMP content in synchronously dividing cells was observed (Fig. 5A). Two

peaks were found at CT00 and CT12 and troughs at CT06-08 and CT18-20. In

these LD-synchronized cultures, cell division was confined primarily to the

dark phase. After the cells were put to constant darkness (DD) shortly before

they had entered the stationary phase, the bimodal circadian changes of cGMP

content could still be observed (Fig. 5B), with approximately the same pattern

as that seen in dividing cultures. The range of the oscillation in nondividing

cultures appeared to be slightly greater than that in dividing cells.

2. 8 In vivo effects of 8-Br-cGMP and LY-83583 on cAMP content

After a 2-h incubation of cells with 8-Br-cGMP, the cAMP content at the

four circadian times examined increased by factors of 3.93 (CT00) , 4.67

(CT06), 22.24 (CT12) and 3.40 (CT18) respectively, as shown in fig. 6.

When LY-83583 was added to the incubation medium, cAMP content showed

no changes at CT00, a decrease at CT12, and a little increase at CT06 and

CT18. While the new oscillatory pattern of cAMP with 8-Br-cGMP remained

approximately the same, the amplitude of the rhythm after the addition of LY-

83583 was reduced to such a degree that the rhythmicity of cAMP content dis-
11



appeared.
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Fig. 5 Circadian rhythms of cyclic GMP in dividing (A) and

nondividing (B) cultures of the achlorophyllous ZC mutant of Eugle-

na grown in LD « 12, 12 (A) and DD (B).
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Fig. 6 In vivo effects of 8-Br-cGMP and LY 83583

on cyclic AMP content in the ZC mutant of Euglena.



2. 9 In vivo effects of 8-Br-cGMP on AC and PDE activities
Incubation of culture samples with 10 jjtmol/L 8-Br-cGMP resulted in an

increase in AC activity in aliquots taken at CTOO (22%) and CT12 (23%). In
contrast, in samples taken at CT06 and CT18, the activity of AC was reduced
by about 16% and 32% (Fig. 7A). The effect of 8-Br-cGMP on PDE activity
exhibited a similar circadian phase dependency, with decreases occurring at
CT06 (35%) and CT18 (37%)» while there were no changes in activities at
CTOO and CT12 (Fig. 7B).

CT0 CT6 CT12 CT18

Fig. 7 In vivo effects of 8-Br-cGMP on AC activity (A) and PDE activity (B)

in Euglena. CTOO and CT12 corresponded to the peaks and CT06 and

CT18 to the troughs of the AC rhythm as shown in Fig. 2.

3 DISCUSSIONS

In this study we have shown that cultures of the achlorphyllous, photo-
synthesis-deficient ZC mutant of Euglena gracilis klebs (strain Z) , which dis-
play free-running circadian rhythms of cell division in constant darkness (DD)
following synchronization by a light-dark cycle (LD), exhibit bimodal cir-
cadian variations in their levels of cyclic AMP. These variations, however, ap-
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pear to be under the control of a circadian oscillator rather than to be cell cy-

cle-dependent, since they persist, independent of the CDC, after the cultures

have reached the stationary phase or growth. We believe that such a periodic,

bimodal cAMP signal (initiated by the circadian oscillator) may participate in

the gating of CDC events to specific phases of the circadian cycle.

The intracellular level of cyclic AMP is determined by a dynamic balance

between synthesizing and degradative processes. The two key enzymes respon-

sible for the generation and degradation of cyclic AMP, adenylate cyclase

(AC) and phosphodiesterase (PDE), were first described in detail about 30

years ago M . Since then, there has been considerable work on both the charac-

terization of the enzymes and the significance of their activities in physiological

regulation. In fact, there is no evidence to date suggesting that there are other

pathways for cyclic AMP metabolism; thus, the determination of the cyclic

AMP content of cell preparations may be attributable mostly to the activities

of AC and PDE activities under certain experimental conditions w.

In most cases, the change in cyclic AMP level which occurs during cell ac-

tivation is produced by stimulation of AC, which is usually associated with the

plasma membrane. Adenylate cyclase has been found in many organisms, in-

cluding Brevibacterium liquifaciens Cl0-!, Saccharomyces fragilis [11], Neurospora

crassa Cl2], as well as Euglena gracilis [13]. There are examples, however, as in

Dictyostelium discoideum '-14-' and in mammalian cells [-15-1, where the cyclic AMP

level also can be altered by a change in PDE activity. In one study, Euglena

was found to have both AC and PDE in high concentration [16]. The activity of

AC was mainly in the particulates associated with membrane components that

precipitate at moderate centrifugal force, while PDE activity was found princi-

pally in the 7800g supernatant fraction of broken cell preparations, indicating

its soluble origin.

Since cyclic AMP levels-known to undergo circadian variation in Euglena

gracilis-are controlled via the activities of AC and PDE, an understanding of

the regulation of these enzymes would be the first reasonable step in tracing

the pathway upstream to the circadian oscillator.

Previous studies of circadian rhythms in the AC-cyclic AMP-PDE system

have been limited to mammalian cells. Diurnal rhythms have been reported for

AC activity in rat forebrain and heart tissue and for PDE activity in the pineal

gland and in rat ventricles Cl7]. In the study of rat heart, the AC rhythm was
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bimodal (acrophases at CT04 and CT22)» whereas PDE daily activity changed

unimodally (the trough at CT20).

In the present study of the achlorophyllous ZC mutant of Euglena gra-

cilis, the activities of both AC and PDE exhibited bimodal circadian rhythmici-

ty (Fig. 2,3). The maxima of AC activity corresponded to the onset of the light

interval (CTO-2) and to the onset of darkness (CT12-14). Further, the first

AC activity peak occurred at the time during which most cells were in the Gi

phase of the CDC, and the second peak corresponded to the onset of mitosis.

This acrophase profile is consistent with our present finding of a bimodal cir-

cadian rhythm in cyclic AMP content. On the other hand, PDE activity is just

inverse, with the peaks at CT06 and CT14. From these results it can be con-

cluded that the rhythms of both AC and PDE are responsible for generating the

circadian oscillations in cyclic AMP content in Euglena gracilis.

In order to determine if the rhythms in enzyme activity were dependent on

the imposed LD cycle, or upon transit of the cells through the different stages

of their CDC, or both, assays were performed on cultures that had been trans-

ferred to DD and that had entered the stationary phase of growth (Fig. 3). In

these nondividing cultures under constant conditions in which environmental

timing cues were absent, free-running rhythms of both AC and PDE activity

persisted with the phasing identical to those in LD-synchronized, dividing cul-

tures (Fig. 2A, 2C). Thus, the circadian oscillations of AC and PDE activity

can be uncoupled from the cell division rhythm and seem to be under the con-

trol of an endogenous oscillatory pacemaker.

It is interesting to compare the activity levels of the enzymes in different

cultures. Peak PDE activity at CT06 in stationary cultures under LD (Fig. 2D)

was 6-8 pmol higher than that in dividing cells (Fig. 2C), and in the second

peak at about CT20, the difference was as much as 7-14 pmol. In contrast, the

level of AC activity did not exhibit much difference at peak times as compared

to dividing ceils, and only a slightly lower activity at the trough time of CT20

(Fig. 2A, 2B). However, the mean value of AC activity was greater than that

for PDE in both dividing and nondividing (approximatly three-or two-fold, re-

spectively) cells. These results suggested that the cyclic AMP content gener-

ated by AC might not be completely destroyed by PDE. For example, intracel-

lular cyclic AMP in Saccharomyce cerevisial may be exported rapidly and in

large quantities into the cell environment to serve in intercellular communica-
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tion Cl8]. Although the differences between activities of the two enzymes in Eu-

glena might reflect their different functional capacity in the regulation of cyclic

AMP metabolism in cell populations at different growth stages, we can not

conclude from the results that PDE played a greater role than AC in the gener-

ation of cyclic AMP oscillations, as has been suggested recently for mam-

malian cells Cl9].

Forskolin is a highly specific activator of AC and can fully stimulate AC

activity directly, independent of G proteins C2o:i. Thus, the total amount of AC

(as opposed to the activated amount) can be measured in cell preparations.

Our results (Fig. 4) showed that forskolin stimulation of AC does not result in

uniform effects throughout the 24-h day but varies considerably with circadian

time. The degree of AC potentiation by an in vivo forskolin pulse appears to be

inversely dependent on the basal level of AC at its trough phase (CT20), AC

activity was significantly stimulated as much as 114% (bringing it to exactly

the same level as that found at the peak phase), while at the peak phase

(CT12)» only a 10% stimulation was observed. The same result has been de-

monstrated for the effects in rat heart '-21-'. cyclic AMP level was significantly

increased by the addition of forskolin (5 mg/kg) at CT12 in LD : 12, 12, but

the effect disappeared at CT20 under the same experimental conditions. Thus,

since the foskolin appears to stimulate AC at different circadian times to the

maximual value regardless of its initial basal level, we consider that the ocilla-

tory activity of the enzyme derives from modulatory cellular effectors emanat-

ing from the circadian pacemaker rather than by changes in the amount of the

enzyme protein itself.

While previous studies have emphasized the role of AC, along with cyclic

AMP, in signal transduction and neoplastic transformation [22], little attention

has been paid to the role of PDE. PDE is an important component of the signal

system because it is responsible for the destruction of cyclic AMP after a pulse

of synthesis and, thereby, permits the cell to recover from a refractory state

induced by cyclic AMP. It has been known recently that the hydrolysis of

cyclic AMP by cell extracts is catalyzed by at least five types of different PDE

isoenzymes: calmodulin-stimulated PDE, cyclic GMP-stimulated PDE cyclic

GMP-specific PDE, low Km PDE, and nonspecific PDE [23]. IBMX is a non-

specific PDE inhibitor, which can affect the activity of calmodulin-stimulated

PDE and cyclic GMP-inhibited PDE 20 to 25 times as much as that of cyclic
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GMP-stimulated PDE in mammalian cells-t24]. Thus, the inhibitory effects of

IBMX on PDE observed in Euglena extracts may be the result of its action on

several PDE species. Furthermore, the different effects of IBMX on PDE ac-

tivity at CT12 and CT20 (Fig. 4) showed that the degree of inhibition was cir-

cadian-time-dependent and that IBMX had little or no effect on PDE at CT12

(corresponding to the time when the activity was at a minimum). At CT20

(when PDE activity was at its peak), IBMX brought the activity down to the

same level as that observed at CT12. This suggests that the regulated amounts

of different types of PDE (or a specific subset of enzymes that are inhibited by

IBMX) may be responsible for the oscillation.

Forskolin is known to be able to reset the rhythm of compound action po-

tential in the eye of the sea hare, Aplysia, through the mediation of cyclic

AMP, producing both advanced and delayed phase shifts I-25]. IBMX has been

reported to cause an increase in period of the conidiation rhythm of the wild

type of the bread mold Neurospora and its 'clock' period mutants frq — 1, —2

and — 3 C26:1. This agent also could potentiate the effect of 5-hydroxytryptamine

on the rhythm in the Aplysia eye CZ73. Although these results might be taken to

suggest that AC and PDE are elements of the circadian oscillator itself, in our

system cyclic AMP pulses do not appear to induce steady-state phase shifts in

the cell division rhythm. Consequently, it is unlikely that AC or PDE would

shift division rhythmicity or constitute clock 'gears'.

Since both AC and PDE are themselves oscillatory and are responsible for

the generation of the circadian rhythm of cyclic AMP content in Euglena, it

will be interesting to determine how they, in turn, are regulated. Results of a

preliminary up-stream analysis indicate that effctors such as calcium, calmod-

ulin and cyclic GMP may play a role in modulating their activities.

Circadian oscillations of cGMP have been reported recently in various

organisms, including the bread mold Neurospora crassa and the duckweed

Lemna paucicostata, as well as in mammalian cells and the body fluids of hu-

mans C28]. Patterns of cGMP oscillation usually differed from those of cAMP

rhythms in the same system. In Euglena, cGMP also was found to exhibit a

bimodal, 24-h fluctuation, but with a lower amplitude and a 2-h difference in

phase. The two peaks of the cGMP rhythm appeared at CT00-02 and CT12-

14, and the two troughs at CT06 and CT20 (Fig. 5). When compared with the

cAMP rhythm under the same experimental conditions, the peaks and troughs
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of the cGMP rhythm were found to occur 2 h earlier. This difference in phase

is interesting because in vivo experiments 2 h was required for cAMP to be ele-

vated to its maximum level by the addition of cGMP, which might be indicative

of a mutual regulatory relationship between these two rhythms.

To solve the same question as that in cAMP> i.e. whether the cGMP

rhythm might be dependent on the imposed LD cycle, measurements were per-

formed under constant conditions. A free-running rhythm of cGMP content

persisted in nondividing cultures. This also implies an uncoupled cGMP

rhythm from the CDC.

The concentration of cGMP in most tissues is generally several orders

lower than that of cAMP, usually from 1/10 to 1/50 [29-1. In Euglena, howev-

er, the ratio of cGMP/cAMP content is only 1/3 to 1/8, depending upon

whether the culture is dividing or nondividing. The reason for this difference is

not known, nor is the mechanism whereby the cGMP rhythm is generated.

Since the metabolism of cGMP is controlled for the most part by guanylate cy-

clase and cGMP-specific PDE, one would expect that these two enzymes could

be responsible for the fluctuation.

It has been thought that the cAMP and cGMP systems represent two in-

dependent pathways controlling similar or different cell functions, and that the

interactions between the two systems occur mainly at the level of degradation

of the nucleotides '-30-'. In vitro, when the concentration of exogenous cGMP in

the incubation medium was in the range of l~~100 fimot/L, PDE activity in

Euglena was inhibited by about 1/3. This inhibitory effect still existed in vivo,

but only in cells sampled at CT06 and CT18 (Fig. 7B). On the other hand, the

same dose of cGMP stimulated the activity of AC at CT00 and CT12 but not at

CT06 and CT18 (Fig. 7A). These results indicated that, at least in Euglena,

the regulation of cAMP level by cGMP can take place not only at the stage of

degradation, but also through cAMP synthesis processes.

It is quite interesting to find that the effects of cGMP on AC and PDE in

vivo are circadian phase dependent. It appears that PDE is sensitive to inhibi-

tion by cGMP only at CT06 or CT18 (Fig. 7B), whereas the activation of AC

occurs in antiphase (Fig. 7A). Considering the fact that the activity of AC is

high at CT02 and CT12 and low at CT08 and CT20, exactly opposite to that of

PDE, it is likely that the phase specific actions of cGMP may result from a dif-

ference in sensitivity of the enzymes during times at which cGMP functions.
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For example» identical amounts of cGMP, which can reduce PDE activity by

about 1/3 at CT06 and CT18 when the activity is high, are ineffective at times

when PDE activity is low.

The precise mechanism for this time-dependent sensitivity is as yet un-

known. In some organisms, cGMP can enhance cAMP-PDE and stimulate the

hydrolysis of cAMP, and thus as a positive allosteric effector C31]. In the pre-

sent study, however, 8-Br-cGMP was found to inhibit PDE activity and to

raise the cAMP level in vivo (Figs. 6 and 7B). The divergent effect might be

accounted for by the fact that there exist several types of PDE isoenzyme

whose predominant type is diversely distributed among different organisms
[32-1. Since the PDE activity in Euglena was inhibited by the cGMP analog, we

suggest that a cGMP-inhibited, low Km cAMP-PDE prevails in this unicellu-

lar organism. cGMP also has been reported to be involved in the accumulation

of cAMP in other organisms C33-).

The effect of cGMP on the circadian rhythm of cAMP is not fully under-

stood at present. LY-83583, an inhibitor of guanylate cyclase, could reduce

the amplitude of the cAMP rhythm (Fig. 6) , a finding that suggests a specific

role for cGMP in the generation of the cAMP variation. This action of cGMP

is supported by the observations that the cGMP rhythm leads that of cAMP by

2 h and that cGMP exerts circadian phase-dependent modulations on the activi-

ties of AC and PDE. On the basis of results recently obtained with Euglena,

we have hypothesized t34] that cAMP acts downstream from the oscillator and

that the cAMP oscillation is an essential component of the signaling pathway

for the control of the CDC by the circadian clock. Theoretically, cGMP should

be able to modify the cAMP signaling pathway by affecting the AC-cAMP-

PDE system, and, therefore, to modulate the processes that regulate the

CDC. Contrary to the temporary phase-shifting effect found for pulses of

cAMP on the CDC but not on the rhythm itself C35]. cGMP seems to perma-

nently perturb the oscillator that underlies CDC rhythmicity. Obviously, this

effect of cGMP would have to be mediated independently of the AC-cAMP-

PDE system. The mechanisms involved in the modulatory effect of cGMP on

circadian rhythms of cell function may include variations in cGMP-dependent

protein kinase, membrane depolarization, protein syntheses, and the opening

of Na+ and Ca+ channels, among othere C36-1.

In summary, we conclude that the control of the CDC in Euglena is at
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least partly mediated by the circadian variations of the cellular cAMP level,
and that cGMP is an effector with multiple pathways in cellular function in this
unicell. It mediates the cAMP oscillation from upstream by regulating changes
in AC and PDE activities. It also downregulates CDC through mechanisms
other than the AC-cAMP-PDE system. The exact nature of the regulatory
pathway whereby these second messengers exert their controlling function re-
mains to be elucidated.
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